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Notion

▣ The 100 concrete 
steps set out by 
President Nursultan 
Nazarbayev to 
implement the five 
institutional reforms 
(20 May 2015)



Main Ideas and aims

▣ Five institutional 
reforms:

▣  Creation of a modem and 
professional civil service

▣  Ensuring the rule of law
▣  Industrialization and 

economic growth
▣  A unified nation for the 

future
▣  Transparency and 

accountability of the state



1 Item

▣ Reforming 
recruitment to the 
civil 
service. Recruitment 
to the civil service 
must start from junior 
positions

▣  2. Recruitment and 
promotion must be 
based on a 
competency-based 
approach and merit.



2 Item 
. Improvement of the justice system to 
ensure citizens have access to justice. 
Transition from existing five-level justice 
system (first instance, appellate, 
cassational, supervisory and second 
supervisory) to a streamlined three-level 
system (first, appellate, cassational).
Ensuring an improved balance between 
prosecution and defense in courts by 
gradually transferring to the judge the 
authority to authorize investigations, which 
limit constitutional rights of citizens. Ensuring 
police transparency by establishing public 
councils, which examine citizens’ appeals 
against actions by police officers who violate 
ethical standards. The status and mandate of 
public councils will be enshrined in the 
legislation.



3 ITEM
1.Privatising agricultural land in 
order to improve its efficient use. 
Introducing amendments to the land 
code and other legal acts.
8. Implementing the “single window” 
principle for exporters and importers 
during customs procedures. 
Development of the electronic 
declaration system to enable the 
automated clearance of goods and 
reduction in the number of documents 
needed for export and import and their 
processing time.
 39. Integrating customs and tax 
systems. To ensure proper taxation, 
importers will be tracked from the 
moment goods enter Kazakhstan until 
their sale.
 40. Introducing “Post Factum” mode of 
the custom clearance. Providing 
participants an opportunity to produce 
goods prior to the submission of 
declaration for goods.



Identity and 
Unity

▣ . Development and 
implementation of the national 
project “Nurly Bolashak” 
(Bright Future). Introducing 
values of the Mangilik El 
(Eternal Nation) into the current 
education programs.

▣  90. Information support and 
promotion of the 
implementation of five 
institutional reforms as well as 
Kazakhstan’s identity in mass 
media, the internet, 
new-generation media, and 
social networks.



5 Item
▣ Creating a results-oriented state 

governance system with 
standardized and minimal 
procedures for monitoring, 
assessment and control. A 
disciplinary oversight system 
should be based only on achieving 
stated target. All procedural tasks 
and interim oversight should be 
abolished. State agencies will have 
independence in their activities 
aimed at achieving the set targets.

▣  92. Establishing a reduced state 
planning system, decreasing the 
number of state programs, 
abolishing sector programs by 
integrating them into existing state 
programs, as well as into strategic 
plans of state agencies. 
Redesigning strategic plans and 
regional development programs.



ESTABLISHING AN 
ACCOUNTABLE STATE



IMPLEMENTATION 
MECHANISMS

▣ The National Modernization 
Commission under the 
President is established. It has 
five working groups, which 
include national and foreign 
experts. The national 
commission should implement 
five institutional reforms on a 
step-by-step basis. It will ensure 
effective discussions between 
state agencies, the business 
sector and the civil society.  The 
national commission should 
adopt conceptual decisions and 
define concrete action plans. Its 
proposals will be approved by 
the President of Kazakhstan


